THIS MODERN WORLD by TOM TOMORROW

IN POLITICS, REALITY SEEMS TO BE LARGELY A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE.

THE ECONOMY IS A MESS!
THE ECONOMY HAS NEVER BEEN BETTER!

ECONOMISTS ARE MASTERS OF THIS, PASSING OFF THEIR OPINIONATED GUESSWORK AS A SCIENCE...IGNORING THE FACT THAT TO TRULY COMPREHEND THE VAST WEB OF INTERDEPENDENCY WHICH CONSTITUTES OUR ECONOMY, YOU'D HAVE TO BE AN EXPERT IN THE PROBLEMS OF, AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN:

advertising agencies, airlines, appliance makers, architects, attorneys, automobile companies, ball benders, bakers, banks, barkeeps, beauticians, bicycle makers, bookstores, bottlers, breweries, carpet dealers, cartoonists, chimney sweeps, chiropractors, computer companies, concrete mixers, construction companies, copy shops, delicatessans, dentists, doctors, dry cleaners, electricians, engineers, farmers, florists, funeral homes, furniture stores, graphic artists, grocers, hardware stores, hospitals, hotels, insurance brokers, jewelers, landscape artists, lawyers, lexicographers, librarians, lumber companies, printers, movie studios, newsmen, nurses, old maid dress designers, painters, plumbers, politicians, pawnbrokers, warehousemen, washers, writers, your local travel agent.

...JUST TO NAME A FEW...

AS ISSUES ARE DEBATED, ALL SIDES STRUGGLE TO APPEAR OBJECTIVE--ESCHewing EMOTIONAL ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF THE SEEKING RATIONALITY OF NUMBERS AND STATISTICS.

734!
150 BILLION!
48.7!

ALMOST EVERY TOPIC OF PUBLIC DEBATE IS EQUALLY COMPLEX...NO SINGLE INDIVIDUAL CAN POSSIBLY UNDERSTAND IT ALL...AND YET, THERE'S CERTAINLY NO SHORTAGE OF SELF-STYLED EXPERTS CLAIMING TO HAVE SIMPLE DEFINITIVE ANSWERS...

IF WE JUST--
--SUPPORT THE PRESIDENT--
--IMPEACH THE PRESIDENT--
--CONVERT THE PRESIDENT TO SCIENTOLOGY--

THEN EVERYTHING WILL BE FINE!!

...Don't leave hell without it!
You can keep in touch with all nine circles with a subscription to Hell's journal of record, The Tech.

Subscriptions cost only $20 a year; discounts for two-year subscriptions are available. For more information, call The Tech at 253-1541, or write to The Tech, attention Circulation Manager, Room W20-483.